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Abstra t. Using a formalization of the Owi ki-Gries method in the theorem prover Isabelle/HOL, we obtain me hanized orre tness proofs for
two in remental garbage olle tion algorithms, the se ond one parametri
in the number of mutators. The Owi ki-Gries method allows to reason dire tly on the program ode; it also splits the proof into many small goals,
most of whi h are very simple, and an thus be proved automati ally.
Thanks to Isabelle's fa ilities in dealing with syntax, the formalization
an be done in a natural way.
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Introdu tion

The Owi ki-Gries proof system [11℄ is probably the simplest and most elegant
extension of Hoare-logi to parallel programs with shared-variable on urren y.
Like Hoare-logi , it is a syntax oriented method, i.e., the proof is arried out
on the program's text. Moreover, it provides a methodology for breaking down
orre tness proofs into simpler pie es: on e the sequential omponents of the
program have been annotated with suitable assertions, the proof redu es to
showing that the annotation of ea h omponent is valid in Hoare sense, and
that ea h assertion of an annotation is invariant under the exe ution of the
a tions of the other omponents (so- alled interferen e-freeness). Finally, the
annotated program helps humans to understand why the algorithm works, and
to gain on den e in the proof.
One problem of the method is that the number of interferen e-freeness tests
is O(k n ), where n is the number of sequential omponents, and k is the maximal
number of lines of a omponent. This makes a omplete pen il and paper proof
very tedious, even for small examples. For this reason, many of the interferen efreeness proofs, whi h tend to be very simple, are usually omitted. This, however,
in reases the possibility of a mistake. One way out of this situation is to apply
a theorem prover whi h automati ally proves the easy ases, ensures that no
mistakes are made, and guarantees that the proof is omplete.
In [10℄, the Owi ki-Gries method was formalized in the theorem prover Isabelle/HOL. In this paper we show that the method and its me hanization an be
su essfully applied to larger examples than those onsidered in [10℄. We study
?
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two garbage olle tion algorithms. We rst verify (a slightly modi ed version of)
Ben-Ari's lassi al algorithm [2℄. A pen il and paper proof using the Owi ki-Gries
method plus ad-ho reasoning was presented in [14℄. Our proof follows [14℄, but
it manages to formulate the extra reasoning within the Owi ki-Gries method.
Ben-Ari's algorithm has also been me hani ally proved using the Boyer-Moore
prover [13℄ and PVS [6℄, but none of these proofs uses Owi ki-Gries. This makes
the algorithm an ex ellent example for omparing the Owi ki-Gries method with
others, and for omparing Isabelle/HOL with other theorem provers.
In the last se tion of the paper we verify a parametri garbage olle tor
in whi h an arbitrary number of mutators work in parallel. The algorithm was
proved by hand in [8℄ with the help of variant fun tions. To our knowledge this is
the rst me hanized proof. Noti e that orre tness must be shown for an in nite
family of algorithms, whi h introdu es an additional diÆ ulty.
The paper is stru tured as follows: in Se tion x2 we brie y present our language, the Owi ki-Gries method and some basi information about Isabelle/HOL.
The basi s of garbage olle tion algorithms are des ribed in Se tion x3. Se tion x4
presents the proof of Ben-Ari's algorithm in detail. Se tion x5 presents the proof
of the parametri algorithm. Se tion x6 ontains on lusions.
For spa e reasons we only sket h the proof of the parametri algorithm, and
sligthly simplify the annotations of the programs. Complete annotations and
proof s ripts an be obtained from http://www.in.tum.de/~prensani/.
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The Owi ki-Gries Method and Isabelle/HOL

The Owi ki-Gries proof system is an extension of Hoare-logi to parallel programs. Two new statements deal with parallel pro essing. The COBEGIN-COEND
statement en loses pro esses that are exe uted in parallel; the AWAIT statement
provides syn hronization. We onsider the evaluation of any expression or exeution of any assignment as an atomi a tion, i.e., an indivisible operation that
annot be interrupted. If several instru tions are to be exe uted atomi ally, they
form an atomi region. Synta ti ally, these are en losed in angled bra kets <
and >.
Proofs for parallel programs are given in the form of proof outlines, i.e., the
program is annotated at every ontrol point where interferen e may o ur. Given
two proof outlines S and T , we say that they are interferen e free if, for every
atomi a tion s in S with pre ondition pre(s), and every assertion P in T , the
formula fP ^ pre(s)g s fP g holds, and onversely. Thus, the exe ution of any
atomi a tion annot a e t the truth of the assertions in the parallel programs.
The inferen e rule for the veri ation of the COBEGIN-COEND statement is:
fpi gSi fqi g f or i 2 f1; : : : ; ng are orre t and interferen e free

fVni=1 i g COBEGIN 1 k k
p

S

:::

S

n COEND

fVni=1 i g
q

An important aspe t of the Owi ki-Gries method is the use of auxiliary variables. They augment the program with additional information for proof purposes. An auxiliary variable a is only allowed to appear in assignments of the
form a := t, and so it is super uous for the real omputation.

Isabelle [1, 12℄ is a generi intera tive theorem prover and Isabelle/HOL is
its instantiation for higher-order logi . For a tutorial introdu tion see [9℄. We
do not assume that the reader is already familiar with HOL and summarize the
relevant notation: The ith omponent of the list xs is written xs !i, and xs [i:=x℄
denotes xs with the ith omponent repla ed by x. Set omprehension syntax is
fe. P g. To distinguish variables from onstants, we show the latter in sans-serif.
We will use the syntax for while-programs as it is formalized in Isabelle/HOL:
Assertions are surrounded by \f." and \.g". The syntax for assignments is
x ::= t. Sequential omposition is represented by a double semi- olon (;;) or by
a double omma (,,) when it o urs inside atomi regions.
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Garbage Colle tion

olle tion is the automati re lamation of memory spa e. User pro esses,
alled mutators, might produ e garbage while performing their omputations.
The olle tor's task is to identify this garbage and to re y le it for future use
by appending it to the free list. In remental (also alled on-the- y) garbage
olle tion systems, are those where the garbage olle tion work is randomly
interleaved with the exe ution of instru tions in the running programs.
The memory is modelled as a nite dire ted graph with a xed number
of nodes, where ea h node has a xed set of outgoing edges. A pre-determined
subset of nodes, alled the Roots, is always a essible to the running program.
A node is alled rea hable or a essible if a dire ted path exists along the edges
from at least one root to that node, otherwise, it is alled garbage. For marking
purposes, ea h node is asso iated a olor, whi h an be bla k or white. The
memory stru ture an only be modi ed by one of the following three operations:
redire t an edge from a rea hable node towards a rea hable node, append a
garbage node to the free list, or hange the olor of a node.
The mutators abstra tly represent the hanges that user programs produ e
on the memory stru ture. It is assumed that they only work on nodes that are
rea hable, having the ability to redire t an edge to some new target. To make
garbage olle tion safe, the mutators ooperate with the olle tor by assuming
the overhead of bla kening the new target. Thus, a mutator repeatedly redire ts
some edge R to some rea hable node T, and then olors the node T bla k.
It is ustomary to des ribe the olle tor's task in this way: identify the
nodes that are garbage, i.e., no longer rea hable, and append them to the free
list, so that their spa e an be reused by the running program. However, at
an abstra t level it suÆ es to assume that the olle tor makes garbage nodes
a essible again: sin e the mutator has the ability to redire t arbitrary a essible
edges, it may reuse these nodes. In the sequel adding a node to the free list will
just mean making it a essible.
The olle tor repeatedly exe utes two phases, traditionally alled \marking
phase" and \sweep" or \appending phase". In the marking phase the olle tor
(1) olors the roots bla k; (2) visits ea h edge, and if the sour e is bla k it olors
the target bla k; (3) ounts the bla k nodes; (4) if not all rea hable nodes are
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bla k, goes to step (2). In the appending phase, the olle tor (5) visits ea h
node, appending white nodes to the free list, and oloring bla k nodes white.
The safety property we prove says that no rea hable node is garbage olle ted. In
other words, if during the appending operation a node is white, then it is garbage.
Clearly, this property holds if step 4 is orre t. But how do we determine that
all rea hable nodes are bla k? In the ase of one mutator, Ben Ari's solution is
to keep the result of the last ount, and ompare it with the result of the urrent
ount. If they oin ide, then all rea hable nodes are bla k. For n mutators, we
ompare the results of the last n +1 ounts. So the algorithms for one and several
mutators di er only in step 4.
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The Single Mutator Case

We verify (a slightly modi ed version of) Ben-Ari's algorithm. We follow the
ideas of [14℄, but formulate the proof ompletely within the Owi ki-Gries system.
The memory is formalized using two lists of xed size. In the rst
list, alled M, memory nodes are indexed by natural numbers that range from 0
to the length of M; the olor of node i an be onsulted by a essing M!i. The
se ond list, alled E, models the edges; ea h edge is a pair of natural numbers
orresponding to the sour e and the target nodes. Roots is an arbitrary set of
nodes. Rea h is the set of nodes rea hable from Roots (in luding Roots itself).
Bla ks is the set of nodes that are Bla k . Finally, BtoW are the edges that point
from a Bla k node to a White node.
The separate treatment of olors and edges in our data stru ture is an abstra tion that onsiderably simpli es proofs relating to the hanges in the graph.
If an edge is redire ted, M remains invariant, while oloring does not modify E.

The Memory.

The auxiliary variable z is false if the mutator has already redire ted an edge but has not yet olored the new target. Some obvious onditions
required of the sele ted edge R and
node T, namely, R<length E and
{.T 2 Rea h E ^ z.}
T
<length M always hold and are
WHILE True INV {.T 2 Rea h E ^ z.}
DO < E::=E[R:=(fst(E!R),T)℄,, z::=: z >;;
omitted
in the annotated program
{.T 2 Rea h E ^ : z.}
text.
The
veri ation requires to
< M::=M[T:=Bla k℄,, z::=: z >
OD {.False.}
prove one lemma: an a essible node
annot be rendered ina essible by
Fig. 1. The mutator
redire ting an edge to it.

The Mutator.

The olle tor rst bla kens the roots and then exe utes a loop.
The body of the loop onsists of rst traversing M oloring all rea hable nodes
bla k, and then ounting the number of bla k nodes. The loop terminates if
the results of the urrent ount and the previous one oin ide. After termination of the loop, the olle tor traverses M on e more, this time making all
white nodes rea hable and all bla k nodes white. We divide the algorithm into
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modules, whi h are pie es of ode together with their pre- and post onditions.
The Bla kening Roots module is straighforward; the odes and annotations of
the rest are explained separately. Obvious intermediate assertions are omitted.
Safe(M,E) states that all rea hable nodes are bla k, i.e.,
{.True.}
WHILE True INV {.True.}
Rea h E  Bla ks M. Sin e we
DO Bla kening Roots;;
have Safe(M,E) before Append{.Roots  Bla ks M.}
OBC::={};; BC::=Roots;; Ma::=L;;
ing, all white nodes are garbage
WHILE OBC 6= BC
right before the appending
INV {. Roots  Bla ks M
^ OBC  Bla ks Ma  BC  Bla ks M
module starts. This is almost
^ (Safe(M,E) _ OBC  Bla ks Ma ).}
the safety property we wish to
DO OBC::=BC;; Propagating Bla k;;
Ma::=M;; BC::={};; Counting
prove, sin e, as we shall show
OD;;
later when des ribing the Ap{.Safe(M,E).}
Appending
pending module, if a white node
OD {.False.}
is garbage before Appending,
then it remains so until AppendFig. 2. The olle tor
ing makes it rea hable.
The variables BC (Bla k Count) and OBC (Old Bla k Count) are used to
determine if the set of bla k nodes has grown during the last Propagating Bla k
phase. Following [14℄, OBC is initialized to fg, and BC to the set Roots1 . A single
auxiliary variable Ma is used for \re ording" the value of M after the exe ution
of Propagating Bla k. The onstant L is used to give Ma a suitable rst value,
de ned as a list of nodes where only the Roots are bla k.
The key parts of the invariant are
{.Roots  Bla ks M
the se ond and third onjun ts. The
^ OBC  BC  Bla ks M.}
se ond onjun t guarantees that after
I::=0;;
WHILE I<length E
any exe ution of the body the arINV {. Roots  Bla ks M
dinalities of OBC and BC are a lower
^ OBC  BC  Bla ks M
^ PB(M,E,OBC,I,z)
and upper bound, respe tively, of the
^ I  length E.}
number of bla k nodes after PropagatDO IF M!(fst(E!I))=Bla k THEN
M::=M[snd(E!I):=Bla k℄ FI;;
ing Bla k. (It is lear that OBC is a
I::=I+1
lower
bound, be ause bla k nodes stay
OD
{.Roots  Bla ks M
bla k until the beginning of the ap^ OBC  BC  Bla ks M
pending phase. That BC is an upper
^ (OBC  Bla ks M _ Safe(M,E)).}
bound is the diÆ ult part, sin e the
mutator an bla ken nodes while the
Fig. 3. Module Propagating Bla k
olle tor exe utes Counting.) The third
onjun t guarantees that, if an exe ution of the body does not establish the
safety property, then OBC is a proper lower bound, whi h means that some white
node was olored bla k during the exe ution of Propagating Bla k. The Propagating Bla k and Counting modules have very lear tasks: Propagating Bla k
establishes the third onjun t, while Counting establishes the se ond.
1

OBC and BC are here sets of bla k nodes whereas in the original algorithm they

represent their ardinalities. We found the set approa h easier to formalize but it
simpli es neither the algorithm nor the proofs.

During this phase, the olle tor visits the edges in
a given order, oloring the target whenever the sour e was Bla k. This phase
establishes the third onjun t of the invariant.
The invariant of this module is tri ky. The predi ate PB is an adaptation of
the one proposed in [14℄. PB(M,E,OBC,I,z) denotes the predi ate
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OBC
_(

 Bla ks M _ (8 i<I. : BtoW(E!i,M)
: z ^ i=R ^ snd(E!R)=T ^ (9 r<length

E. I

 r ^ BtoW(E!r,M)

)))

and it is the rux of the proof. Intuitively, its invarian e is proved as follows. If
the olle tor or the mutator bla ken some white node, then after exe ution of the
body OBC  Bla ks M holds. If all the edges visited by the olle tor point to a
Bla k node, then 8 i<I. : BtoW(E!i,M) holds. If some visited edge points to
a white node (be ause the mutator has redire ted it), then (and this is Ben-Ari's
main observation) there is another BtoW edge among those that have not yet
been visited: sin e the white
node T is rea hable, there is
{.Roots  Bla ks M
^ OBC  Bla ks Ma  Bla ks M
a path to T from some root,
^ BC={}
and
sin e all roots are Bla k,
^ (OBC  Bla ks Ma _ Safe(M,E)).}
I::=0;;
some
edge along this path must
WHILE I<length M
be
a
BtoW
edge. Observe that
INV {.Roots  Bla ks M
^ OBC  Bla ks Ma  Bla ks M
upon
termination
of the loop
^ BC  Bla ks M
this
last
lause
annot hold
^ (OBC  Bla ks Ma _ Safe(M,E))
^ {i. i<I ^ Ma!i=Bla k}  BC
sin
e
I
=
length E. To obtain the
^ I  length M.}
post ondition OBCBla ks M _
DO IF M!I=Bla k THEN BC::=(insert I BC) FI;;
I::=I+1
Safe(M,E) we need to prove a
OD
lemma: if all Roots are Bla k
{.Roots  Bla ks M
^ OBC  Bla ks Ma  BC  Bla ks M
and no edge points from a
^ (OBC  Bla ks Ma _ Safe(M,E)).}
Bla k node to a White node,
then all rea hable nodes are
Fig. 4. Module Counting
Bla k.
This phase nally re-establishes the invariant of the olle tor's outermost loop. The omputed set BC must ontain all nodes whi h were
bla k upon termination of Propagating Bla k, or, sin e Ma re ords pre isely this
set, the Counting phase must ensure
that Bla ks Ma  BC holds. Sin e
{.Safe(M,E).}
the mutator an only bla ken nodes,
I::=0;;
WHILE I<length M
this task is now trivial. With all
INV {.Safe I(M,E,I) ^ I  length M.}
rea
hable nodes marked we an proDO IF M!I=Bla k THEN M::=M[I:=White℄
ELSE {.I62Rea h E ^ Safe I(M,E,I).}
eed
to the appending phase where
E::=AppendtoFree(I,E)
all unmarked nodes are appended to
FI;; I::=I+1
OD {.True.}
the free list.

Counting Bla k Nodes.

Module AppendtoFree

Appending to the Free List. Here we
follow our prede essors: Appending a
garbage node I to the free list (i.e. making I rea hable) is modelled by an ab-

Fig. 5.

stra t fun tion AppendtoFree satisfying suitable axioms. In the annotated ode,
Safe I(M,E,I) states that all white nodes with index I or larger are garbage.
The pre ondition of the assignment to E guarantees that only garbage nodes are
olle ted (the onjun t Safe I(M,E,I) is needed here to maintain the invariant
throughout the loop).
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The Multi-mutator Case

If we allow the intera tion with several mutators, new diÆ ulties ome into play.
We onsider a solution, rst presented in [8℄, in whi h the olle tor pro eeds
to the appending phase only after n+1 onse utive exe utions of the Propagating Bla k phase during whi h the set of bla k nodes did not in rease. Observe
that in the ase of one mutator this olle tor he ks twi e whether OBC=BC, and
not only on e, as the olle tor of Se tion x4. In [8℄ it is shown that n onse utive
exe utions suÆ e, but we do not onsider this version in the paper.
The program onsists of a xed, nite and nonempty set of mutator pro esses
and one olle tor pro ess. When the number of programs is a parameter, the list
of programs to be exe uted in parallel an be expressed using the fun tion
map and the onstru t [i..j℄, whi h represents the list of natural numbers from
i to j (the syntax [i..j(℄ orresponds to [i..j-1℄).
The syntax and the ta ti for the generation of the veri ation onditions
presented in [10℄ have been extended to deal with this kind of program s hemas.
They are pre eeded by the word SCHEME.
The Mutators. A mutator
an only redire t an edge
SCHEME map [ j.
{.Z (Muts!j).}
when
its target is a rea hWHILE True
able node, and redire ting
INV {.Z (Muts!j).}
DO < IF T (Muts!j) 2 Rea h E THEN
may make its old target ina E::=E[R (Muts!j):=(fst(E!(R (Muts!j))),
essible. If several mutators
T (Muts!j))℄ FI ,,
Muts::=Muts[j:=(Muts!j) (|Z:=False|)℄ > ;;
are
a tive, then one of them
{.: Z (Muts!j).}
may sele t a rea hable node
< M::=M[T (Muts!j):=Bla k℄ ,,
Muts::=Muts[j:=(Muts!j) (|Z:=True|)℄ >
T as new target, but another
OD {.False.} )
one may render T ina essi[0..n(℄
ble before the edge has been
redire ted to T . To solve this
Fig. 6. The mutators
problem, sele ting the new
target and redire ting the edge is modelled as a single atomi a tion.
Ea h mutator m sele ts an edge Rm and a target node Tm . As in the previous
se tion ea h mutator owns an auxiliary variable Zm that indi ates when the mutator is pending before the bla kening of a node. These three obje ts are put
together in a re ord. Isabelle's syntax for a essing the eld Z of a re ord variable Mut is Z Mut. Re ord update is written Mut (|Z:=True|), meaning that the
eld Z of the re ord Mut is updated to the value True. The variable Muts is a
list of length n (the number of mutators) whose omponents are re ords of type

mut. For example, to a ess the sele ted edge of mutator j we write R (Muts!j).

In the ase of one mutator, if an exe ution of the body does not
establish the safety property, then some white node was olored bla k during the
exe ution of Propagating Bla k. When several mutators are present, there may
be other reasons. To des ribe them we need a new value Queue(Muts,M) whi h
represents the number of mutators that are queueing to bla ken a white node.
The auxiliary variable Qa will
{.True.}
\re
ord" this value upon termiWHILE True INV {.True.}
nation
of the Propagating Bla k
DO Bla kening Roots;;
OBC::={};; BC::=Roots;; l::=0;;
phase.
The invariant of the
WHILE l<n+1
one
mutator
ase must be
INV {. Roots  Bla ks M
^ OBC  BC  Bla ks M
ompared
with
the pre ondi^ (Safe(M,E)
tion
of
the
IF-THEN-ELSE
in_ ( (BC  Bla ks M
_ l  Queue(Muts,M))
stru
tion,
be
ause
both
orre^ l<n+1)).}
spond to the assertion estabDO OBC::=BC;; Propagating Bla k;;
< Ma::=M,,Qa::=Queue(Muts,M) >;;
lished by the Counting phase.
BC::={};; Counting;;
The assertion Safe(M,E) _ OBC
{. Roots  Bla ks M
^ OBC  Bla ks Ma  BC  Bla ks M

Bla ks Ma
has been weak^ (Safe(M,E)
ened
with
new
disjun ts, orre_ OBC  Bla ks Ma
_ (l<Qa ^ OBC  Bla ks M)
sponding
to
the
new situations
_ (l<Qa ^ Qa  Queue(Muts,M)))
whi
h
an
prevent
Safe(M,E)
^ Qa<n+1.}
IF OBC=BC THEN l::=l+1 ELSE l::=0 FI
from
holding.
The
rst
new disOD;;
jun
t
orresponds
to
the
ase in
{.Safe(M,E).}
Appending
whi
h
at
least
one
mutator
joins
OD {.False.}
Queue(Muts,M) and then
olors its new target during CountFig. 7. The olle tor
ing. The se ond onjun t orresponds to the ase in whi h no
mutator performs any oloring. Intuitively, after n+1 non-bla kening Propagating Bla k iterations, the property Safe(M,E) must hold, sin e the number of
queueing mutators annot ex eed n.
The odes of the modules are the same as in x4 up to annotations in the
Propagating Bla k and Counting phases, whi h have to be adapted to the new
invariant.
We just show the invariant of the Propagating Bla k phase:
The Colle tor.

{.

Roots  Bla ks M ^ OBC  BC  Bla ks M ^ I  length
( Safe(M,E) _ OBC  Bla ks M _ l<Queue(Muts,M)
_ (8 i<I. : BtoW(E!i,M) ^ l  Queue(Muts,M)))

^

E.
}

Any oloring establishes OBC  Bla ks M. (Observe that only oloring an make
the queue shorter.) If no oloring o urs then either all the visited edges point
to a bla k node, or some mutator has redire ted an edge to a white sour e but
has not yet olored the target, whi h amounts to saying that the queue grows
(l<Queue(Muts,M)).

6

Con lusions and Related Work

The Owi ki-Gries method splits the proof into a large number of simple interferen e-freeness subproofs. These are very tedious to prove by hand, and so avoided
by humans, who prefer to split a proof into a few diÆ ult ases. In order to
investigate if the use of a theorem prover an palliate this problem, we have
provided me hani ally he ked Owi ki-Gries proofs for two garbage olle tion
algorithms. The result is: 320 out of 340 interferen e-freeness proofs in the nal
annotations were automati ally arried out by Isabelle/HOL. For the remaining
20 interferen e-freeness proofs only three lemmas had to be supplied. The proofs
of these lemmas, however, were very intera tive.
We do not know of any omplete Owi ki-Gries proof for any of the two algorithms. In his proof of Ben-Ari's algorithm [14℄, van de Sneps heut mixes the
Owi ki-Gries method with ad-ho reasoning; in parti ular, he does not provide
an invariant for the outermost loop, impli itly laiming that doing so will be
ompli ated. However, the invariant turns out to be simple (3 lauses), and
has a lear intuitive interpretation. In [8℄, Jonker argues that \ A proof [of the
n-mutators algorithm℄ a
ording to the Owi ki-Gries theory would require the
introdu tion of a satisfa tory number of ghost variables . . . . In an earlier version
of this paper the invariant we onstru ted was rather unwieldy and the proof of
invarian e almost unreadable." However, our proof only uses two auxiliary variables (Ma and Qa), plus a trivial auxiliary variable for ea h mutator. Extending
our proof to the more elaborated n-mutator algorithms of [8℄ should be possible
with reasonable e ort.
We know of two other me hanized proofs of Ben-Ari's algorithm, arried out
using the Boyer-Moore theorem prover [13℄ and PVS [6, 7℄. The main advantage
of our approa h is probably the loseness to the original program text, whi h
simpli es the intera tion with the prover: Annotated programs are rather readable by humans, and they are also dire tly a epted as input by Isabelle. In
other approa hes the program must be rst translated into a di erent language
(e.g. LISP in [13℄).
Another aspe t of our formalization is that we only had to prove 8 lemmas
(3 of them trivial) about graph fun tions, whereas 100 lemmas were required
in [13℄, and about 55 in [6, 7℄. The reason for this is that many trivial lemmas
about sets or lists ould be automati ally proved using Isabelle's built-in ta ti s
(rewriting, lassi al reasoning, de ision pro edures for Presburger arithmeti ,
et ) and Isabelle's standard libraries. The proof e ort, however, took two months
for the one-mutator algorithm (similar to our prede essors) and another two
months for the n-mutator ase. Most of the time was onsumed in nding and
improving the invariants.
A disadvantage of the Owi ki-Gries method (in its lassi al version) is that it
an only be applied to safety properties, while in [8, 13, 14℄ the liveness property
\every garbage node is eventually olle ted" is also proved to hold.
None of our two algorithms has been proved orre t using fully automati
methods. In [3℄ there is a proof of Ben Ari's algorithm for 1 mutator and 4
memory ells. In [4℄, a prede essor of Ben Ari's algorithm is proved orre t using

automati tools for generating and proving invariants. The key invariants, however, require intelligent input from the user. The paper suggests using predi ate
abstra tion for he king or strengthening invariants in a larger veri ation e ort
involving intera tive theorem provers, whi h is a promising idea.
Our overall on lusion is that the appli ation of a theorem prover greatly
enhan es the appli ability of the Owi ki-Gries method. The loseness to the
original program is preserved, and the large number of routine proofs is onsiderably automatized.
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